In general, the result from conceptual design phase is described by text annotation and hand sketch. This information is not of a nature to provoke positive decisions for investment. Especially, in inventive design if decision maker (experts) have no time or little time, the result is often a good reason for projects to be abandoned (or placed on a shelve). Such situation is often due to their abstract description of a solution concept: often a rough graphical sketch and several sentences as written annotations. In parallel, computer support to conceptual design phase is not overwhelmed with many tools, they offer a useful tool for the concept generation but still poorly support investigating possible solutions, lacking of tools to size the geometry of the concepts and analyze their (physical) behavior. In order to give more chance for the solution concept to be selected and further developed in the next design phase. This paper will presents an approach and the software framework (RSC-Modeler) to support the need of tools for a type of conceptual design result: an inventive solution concept obtained from IDM-TRIZ (inventive design method based on TRIZ), by applied engineering analysis task and optimization techniques. Finally, a case study is given to demonstrate the practicability of the proposed approach and software framework.
Introduction
The conceptual phase is started with the identification of a complete set of requirements that the design should fulfill. The goal of this phase is to decide on the most suitable configuration for the design and the initial sizing of its basic geometric characteristics. Since none of this information is available it is obvious that no high granularity tools such as CAD or CAE software tools can be of use. Such tools, in fact, require a detailed description of the geometrical characteristics of the solution concept to be known and can only be used in later phases of the design. Therefore, for investigating possible solutions, the designers have to rely on simple physical and empirical equations which allow an approximate evaluation of the behavior and size of the solution concepts being studied.
Within conceptual design phase, creativity stage (or process) is often perceived as a weak link since there are no trustful means of measuring its effectiveness yet [1] . Nevertheless, to reach today's imposed shortened lifecycles of designing new objects while keeping quality requirements, the New Product Development Process (NPDP) itself requires to be re-design to better fit with innovation's expectations and importance to creative thinking. Creativity usually occurs between problem and solution space [2] . It is not a fully controllable process and it is difficult to force creativity and breakthroughs. Therefore, TRIZ [3, 4] (The Russian acronym for Theory of Inventive Problem Solving) and its' extensions came to play an important role in ideation processes and is increasingly used when attempting to solve complex problematic situations in an inventive manner.
At present, computer-aided innovation (CAI) systems based on TRIZ that support conceptual design phase (creative, inventive design) are various [5, 6, 10] . They offer a useful tool for designer in the concept generation stage but is still poorly supported the analysis task for solution concepts. Consequently there appere a vague border between evaluation and selection, implying that the decision often becomes unclear. This fact is even worstened due to creative solution concept nature, their newness and their rough abstract description aspect (often sketches and sentences). This information is not of a nature to provoke positive decisions as mathematical proofs would and often lead to the abandon of creative solution concepts if these latter are not perceived as a feasible to be further developed during constructive and detailed design. Such situations are at the origin of the research debated in this paper and our results are presented in the coming sections.
In order to give solution concepts more chances to be accepted by experts and further developed, the software framework to analysis the solution concepts in the criteria of feasibility and pre-dimensioning will be investigated and developed. In the software framework will combine the useful modules of engineering analysis task and optimization strategies. The overall structure of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 reviews the relevant background; section 3 details the methodology and demo software platform proposed by the authors. A case study is presented in section 4 while the paper ends with a conclusion and future work section.
Background

Inventive solution concept
From the IDM Framework [7] [8] [9] [10] , each inventive solution concept consists in a description template that features into 5 categories as follow; 1) an abstract context describe in the manner of general properties, function performing, extra note, advantage/disadvantage, 2) a fully description model of problem (contradiction include action parameter and evaluation parameter or SU-field model) and model of solution (inventive principle, inventive standard, physical effect database), 3) expectations, trends from the result of design project present in term of hypothesizes and laws of technical systems evolution , 4) limitations or unsatisfactory conditions comparing to the aims of design project, and 5) a sketch that synthesize by model of solution and hypothesis of solution concept. The template for an inventive solution concept is presented in Fig. 1 . The general characteristics of solution concept can be a single component or multiple components. In addition, it can also be distinguished from level of inventiveness [3, 4] . Indeed, the conflict between EPs should be eliminate after interprete the solution concept. But several times, model of problem still relevant to the solution concept and generates some doubts/new unclear conditions to the solution concepts. Such unclear conditions are often the main cause to be abandoned during the selection, so the analysis and/or dimensioning task in the early phase of design is required and played the importance role with these situations.
Engineering analysis and Optimization
Analysis can be described as the breaking down of an object, system, problem or issue into its basic elements to get at its essential features and their relationships to each other and to external elements. It consists of 4 stages: 1) Identification of the physical problem-specification of the problem. 2) Idealization of actual physical situations. 3) Modeling and simulation derive or search for suitable model formulations, then execute the model (simulation) to obtain solution from on the specific problem. 4) Interpretation of results normally result in stage 3 is in the form of numbers so require ways to interpret these numbers into physical senses.
However, the construction of the models themselves is far from being automated. The mapping from the conceptualization of the solution concept and its operating conditions into the simulation model is a cognitive process that is not supported by simulation tools. Furthermore, the conventional representation for building simulation models does not capture the assumptions and rationale behind modeling decisions. Consequently, the model is difficult to evaluate and the resulting data hard to interpret. This situation is analogous to the problem of knowledge acquisition for knowledge-based systems.
Acorrding to the solution concept template in Fig. 1 . and its caracterisics. The main analysis problem in the early phase of design usually are the problem about form and behavior. The relation between Inventive design -analysis intergration in conceptual phase is presented in Fig. 2 . In order to go beyond analysis by simulation the method to model a simulation model could be made by CAD or CAE (numerical model) software, but there must be a clear quantitative data such as dimensioning, geometry and may take some time if no expertise on that software. Regarding to the high abstract level of a solution concept and usually in the form analysis domain, in this paper a simple analytic model is sufficient to evaluate the possibility to be implemented of unclear solution concept and approximate the dimentions of solution concept. Optimization is the act of obtaining the best result under given circumstances [11] , it can be defined as the process of finding the conditions that give the maximum or minimum value of a function. The words "optimization" and "concept design" do not seem suitable to appear in the same sentence. When a solution concept in initially designed, the large amount of uncertainty in its description prohibits it from being optimized in the traditional sense of the word. The role of optimization in this paper is not to optimize the concept, as previously stated inventive solution concepts are usually considered as inpossible to be implementd. In order to proof this situation and refer to the optimization properties. Optimization will be used with analysis task to find the optimal value (approximate dimensions) and feasibility analysis.
Gap between an inventive solution concept and engineering analysis (feasibility & dimensioning)
Problems associated with analysis of inventive solution concept include 1) high abstract level of solution concepts 2) newness (may be classified by level of invention) of solution concept. 3) limitation of time to model the analytic model. In particular, the fundamental problem is how to model the evaluation problem from the abstract level in to analytic model. In order to go further with analysis and reduce the gaps between them. The engineering analytic models from several source (textbook, internet) will be complied and structured in the Knowledge base repository, that is presented in Fig. 3 .
It's classified in to seven layers, respectively with overall process that present in Fig. 4 . In some layers, the sub knowledge is combined. The technique for retrieve information can be divided into two ways, the first one, top down following the steps from Fig. 4 , identify analysis domain, classify, simplify (idealization) evaluation problem and mapping to a analytical model or formulation from relevant physical formulas and other provided knowledge base. The second way, buttom up after define analysis domain, using parameters, physical units and context of a solution concept as keywords searching into parameters that lead to physical formulas and assuring with Meta analytical model layer. 
Our Proposal & Prototype Software Framework : RSC -Modeler
In this work, IDM-TRIZ will be considered as concept generation method, the overall detail of our proposal is presented in Fig. 4 . It start with importing an inventive solution concept then formulate the evaluation problem. In this stage, we try to identify a list of unsatisfied conditions, and then simplify it in order to retrieve keywords/characteristics that relate to the evaluation problem. Next, to translate an evaluation problem description into a analytic model with the assistance of a knowledge base repository, that is contained many pre-defind analytic model. Then the model is validated with eventual simulations and the optimization will be used to evaluate/explore the design space to reach all best possible solutions. Optimization as it is employed here is based on simulation results. When the process is done, we will have pre-design characteristics (feasibility space or dimensioning) in term of mathematical values. These results lead to the concept selection task under explicit conditions. Finally, the results will be saved into a knowledge base repository in order to be reused in the upcoming design projects (some solution concept will occur in different design projects). Several times, the results from simulation and optimisation is not satisfactory, in this case design change will be applied at the formal evaluation describing first (minor change) and we can re-run the process. If the results is still unsatisfactory, major change at the form, function and behavior of a solution concept will be considered and we shall re-run the process again. In the worst case, after several major change being still unsatisfactory this solution concept will be considered as an unfeasible solution and saved into a knowledge base repository to serve as a reference to the upcoming design projects. A prototype platform of overall detailed scheme of a solution concept analysis (Fig. 4) namely Robust Solution Concept Modeler (RSC-Modeler) has been developed in JAVA language under integrated development environment Netbeans [12] and can be clustered in to 3 main modules: solution concept identification, knowledge base repository, and simulator/optimizer. The evaluation problem (analytic model) formulized under MOEA framework [13] syntax format (Java like) which is a simulator/optimizer in this paper. One of a screenshot of RSC-Modeler is presented in Fig. 5 . 
Case Study
In order to demonstrate our proposed approach and prototype platform, a simple case study is now presented. The objective of this design project is a new refreshing carafe. With several requirements, for example: modulable, fast refreshing, contactless of refreshing source and water, maintain temperature in long period, easy to use/gathering, adaptable with every type of carafe, high efficiency in refreshing, temperature indicator and aesthetics. After collecting information from patents, and ideation process. The sketch of one of solution concepts is presented in Fig. 6 . with a description: A refreshing carafe is consists of a spiral ramp pipe (surface contact maximum; refreshing efficiency) filling with water as refreshing source (contactless), a floater (make a spiral pipe float on water) which changeable color due to temperature and a fixing system to attach itself to a container.
This solution concept is considered feasible, we will apply optimization as a tool to search for an optimum values. We will therefore deal with its dimension under given condition: with the maximum height 25cm. and width 6cm. of a carafe, in order to refresh 0.5 litre of water from 25°C to 5 °C, is a spiral pipe oversized under these given conditions? Are these conditions reachable? If yes, how about the configuration to reach optimum condition? (Number of refeshing unit, number of spiral turn). Refering to the approach given in Fig. 4 , after solution filtering, we formulate the evaluation problem and transform into analytical model aided by knowledge base. With the formal objectives description: "The dimension of a spiral pipe depends on the minimum volume of refreshing source (water inside spiral pipe) for refreshing water 0.5 litre from 25 °C to 5 °C, and refers to the maximum contact surface of a spiral pipe". A set of objective/constraints and the range of each design variable is presented in cm.
cm.
Number of required refreshing unit.
Number of spiral tube tu
Pitch distance from a turn to another turn.
External radius of a spiral tube
Internal radius of a spiral tube After setting objectives, constraints and design variables, for running the optimization process, the NSGAII [14] is used as an algorithm, with the population size = 10000, and Max Iteration = 200. The results are presented in Fig. 7 . With all calculation results obtained, it reached all admissible requirement (not oversize under condition) such as number of spiral turn, number of refreshing unit required and satisfied all constraints. This informations will provoke How to use: 1) Fill water into a spiral pipe and freezing it until reach desire temperature (0 °C). 2) Put it into a carafe, and wait a moment for fresh water.
Materials:
-Water as a refreshing source.
-Silicone (compatible with food) as a spiral pipe with 0.1 cm. thickness.
-PEHD (Polyethylene High density) as a floater + color changeable due to temp.
Limitation:
-Maximum height = 25cm, -Maximum external spiral radius 6cm.
Spiral refreshing unit A new refreshing carafe
positive decisions to investment and can help us to speed up the design process with variables (dimension of a spiral pipe) to initial the CAD modeling (embodiment) and up to prototyping stage. Fig. 7 . A set of design variable of spiral refreshing unit after perfoming simulation/optimization.
Conclusion and future work
Through this paper, we proposed an approach and software platform tools to support the investigating possible solutions, sizing the geometry and analysing their (physical) behaviour of the solution concepts. The main purpose of our approach is to rapidly estimate the feasibility and trade off characteristics (dimensioning) of a given solution concept in order to formally assist decision stage (concept selection) in conceptual design phase. During this research investigation, a prototype framework was built (RSC-Modeler) with an associated protocol of usage, aiming at rapidly basing decisions to further invest or abandon a solution concept not based on intuitions, but on pre-estimated mathematical facts.
RSC-Modeler provides a searching module to obtain the matching information from knowledge base, a simulator and optimizer modules are using existing open source tools to rapidly estimate feasibility and/or design space exploration of solution concept. As revealed during the case study, our software prototype has found the satisfying values. These results are obviously filling the gap between an abstract solution to a much more robust and optimal one in quantifying for instance, the manner of spiral tube volume and, the potential dimension of spiral tube. All this being performed within a rapid time span (1 hour for this particular case).
In particularly, the limitation of this work is about the time to model the analytic mode. In the case study it is just a single component and just dimensions analysis. In reality, the solution concepts usually are in multidisciplinary domain, multi components. The analytic method will take more time by comparing with the numeric modelling. This limitation can be solved by improve the technique to identification/simplification the main unclear conditions and offer the large knowledge base repository with the efficacy knowledge retrieving technique.
Our future work will mainly focus on three aspects. Firstly, we need to improve the current technique to translate abstract solution to analysis problem and to analytic model. Here, we want to reformulate the structure of the assistance provided and modify the way solution concept are first expressed in IDM much more physical context to better match a targeted knowledge base repository and instantiate, through its parameter, optimization directly (up to now there is still an important human manipulation, therefore a risk of error). Secondly, we would like to investigate new technique to retrieve knowledge bases, enlarge its size to support multidisciplinary design domains as their complexity will more obviously benefit from computer-based assistance and easy to access (web-based ones). Finally, investigate and apply the technique (parametric set base tradeoff, plateau dominance technique, etc.) to tradeoff characteristics of solution concepts in the similar manner (for example, efficiency, cost) in order to facilitate the selection task of difference solution concepts.
